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Sun in the Oven 2018-06-15 henley rourke is a woman who loves a challenge a while back gerri
wilder convinced her and two friends to make an interstellar jump to another galaxy a thrill too
hard to resist henley found herself on a planet filled with gorgeous shifters but she s restless and
looking for a little adventure and then she meets damen iceri badass shifter oh yeah and so hot
he makes her undies disappear she gets more than she expects when she realizes damen isn t
the only hot shifter who wants her gunner lukas alpha of the summit bear clan is a pair with
damen gunner is also the alpha to damen s omega bound by tradition and ritual these two bears
are looking for their mate the one woman to complete their triad and that s henley but he s not
sure how she will handle finding out when this triad gets together things go from hot to
explosive they re ready to make their mating dreams come true along with all the dirty thoughts
she s had since meeting them a forever threesome all about her yes please but there s no time
to think about forever not when they are charged with finding the source behind a series of
deaths by poison and doing their best to keep henley from becoming the next victim
Sun in the Oven 2020-04-28 standalone discover a brand new race of alpha males ready to
find their mates in a dangerous warrior planet sassy women traveling with gerri wilder are in for
the journey of a lifetime and a mate that will love them through the galaxy are you ready grab
the third galaxan romance between two sexy warriors and their fiery mate henley rourke is a
woman who loves a challenge a while back gerri wilder convinced her and two friends to make
an interstellar jump to another galaxy a thrill too hard to resist henley found herself on a planet
filled with gorgeous shifters but she s restless and looking for a little adventure and then she
meets damen iceri badass shifter oh yeah and so hot he makes her undies disappear she gets
more than she expects when she realizes damen isn t the only hot shifter who wants her gunner
lukas alpha of the summit bear clan is a pair with damen gunner is also the alpha to damen s
omega bound by tradition and ritual these two bears are looking for their mate the one woman
to complete their triad and that s henley but he s not sure how she will handle finding out when
this triad gets together things go from hot to explosive they re ready to make their mating
dreams come true along with all the dirty thoughts she s had since meeting them a forever
threesome all about her yes please but there s no time to think about forever not when they are
charged with finding the source behind a series of deaths by poison and doing their best to keep
henley from becoming the next victim
Wounded Warriors Collection (paranormal shifter romantic suspense series)
2020-08-23 marked for death fighting for justice destined for love ex soldiers wyatt devon lex
and malcolm were all part of the same black ops mind control experiment that left psychic scars
on the shifters they re struggling to recover from what the military did to them when they learn
they re marked for death at first they re just fighting to survive but their quest soon takes them
on a journey for answers an opportunity to end the illegal experiments permanently and a long
awaited chance to get justice for themselves and their fallen comrades along the way they meet
their fated mates and discover life is more than surviving and love is the critical component
necessary to really live contents hunted when wyatt turns his back on the world and her gillian
knows he s hurting and needs time to recover from whatever wounds were inflicted on his bear
by the military he reluctantly accepts her help as they flee from a secret group sent to eliminate
the shifter soldiers involved in a black ops experiment though he s determined to maintain an
emotional distance from her but bears mate for life and his human mate is just as stubborn as
he is nothing could hurt her more than losing him and she s just the one to help her wounded
warrior move from the past and into the future if they have a future relentless when tiger shifter
devon manchester went looking for his missing teammate he found tianna barrett instead a
citizen journalist she s been quietly digging into the secrets of project shift and helps devon find
his next lead now that the black ops group knows about her existence she has to come along
with him as they pursue clues about a missing teammate s whereabouts into the canadian
wilderness having her along is certainly no hardship since he s soon convinced tianna is meant
to be his mate he s determined to claim her if they live long enough marked when lex is taken
from her teammates she expects to be eliminated or harvested for project enhanced instead lt
col jasper caswell leader of the black ops group pursuing them has marked her as his mate it s a
fate worse than death and she is desperate to escape the mysterious and handsome aidan who
works in support services seems like her best chance of doing so with his help she discovers
what the group really wants from the shifters who have eluded them she thinks she has also
found her mate but caswell is determined to claim her to have any kind of future together they ll
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have to find a way out of the secret base and counter the mating bite on her neck that allows
caswell to track her justice clinging to the hope dr daphne wells can help his teammate and
former lover malcolm kidnaps the doctor and brings her to sanctuary once she realizes how the
black ops group subverted her research she is eager to help reverse the effects if she can while
she studies the artificial intelligence systems malcolm and the rest of the team set about
systematically destroying all traces of project shift and project enhanced when they learn of a
group of private investors starting their own version of project enhanced they have a new
enemy to destroy it s definitely the wrong time to have his jaguar insist the scientist is their
mate he can t claim her while their lives are at risk but is life worth living without her this is the
boxed set of the series and includes all four books which are meant to be read in order there is a
combination of paranormal aspects mystery suspense science fiction and action
Alien Knight Blind Date Disaster 2015-03-29 lumerian knight falden corshival is an ancient leader
of what remains of his people he and his elite warriors have avoided capture for more than two
thousand years he believed they were safe on earth he was wrong when a nosy investigative
reporter sets up a blind date with an alien group dealing in the intergalactic black market falden
knows he must do whatever it takes to find out who she is and what she knows including
pretending to be her unknown contact unfortunately falden has spent a millennia out of the
dating scene worse he has no understanding of human courting rituals isabella serrano is in
danger her friend has disappeared her contacts on the street are scared and her only chance to
infiltrate the alien black market is to accept a blind meeting with one of the smugglers when her
blind date turns out to be a drop dead gorgeous alien with a bad attitude something just doesn t
add up she can t decide if she d rather kiss the dominant alpha or stab him in the eye with her
four inch heel when a surprise attack forces them to escape together she will have to trust him
with her life they soon give in to white hot passion yet both have secrets that could tear them
apart will their growing love be enough to overcome the dangers that lie ahead if you love
romance in the style of nalini singh christine feehan grace goodwin j r ward lara adrian s e smith
and out of this world outer space adventures like the expanse star trek star wars and stargate
be sure to read bestselling author becca brayden s exciting science fiction and paranormal
romance book series aliens adventure and hot romance all in one place tags alien romance alien
warrior lumerian romance scifi sci fi romance paranormal psychic high tech genetic engineering
immortal earth space alien contact alien invasion war colonization instalove instaluv hea fated
mates wedding first contact love dark maju paste hot romance king royalty hidden identity
romance intergalactic earth based scifi series romance first in series vilitos
Of Stars and Moonlight: A YA Paranormal Romance Standalone Set 2016-09-26 this collection
contains two novels and five novellas including daughter of lions the last werewolf lady serra
and the draconian lynxed sybil deceived and of sky and sea daughter of lions being a teenager
is hard enough but when your dad is an alpha werelion it complicates matters even more
victoria doesn t feel like she fully fits in anywhere and things become more unsteady when she
meets the new werelion in her dad s pride brandon is there a way she can alter her genes to
gain the ability to shift or will she learn to accept who she is the last werewolf my name is lily
and i m the last werewolf in a world where vampires lay claim to everything lily is the last of her
kind it used to be her and her brother until a mysterious hunter tracked them down only lily
survived it s enough of a struggle trying to fit into society with no pack and hiding what she
really is so when the hunter who murdered her brother comes to town catastrophe is sure to
follow the only barrier between her and certain death is irving a mage who discovers her secret
and offers to keep her safe but why when it s at such a great risk to him irving has his own set of
secrets and if either of them want to make it out alive they have to work together lily will need
all the help she can get for when the hunter comes knocking lady serra and the draconian serra
s life has been planned out for her since her conception attend the elite school brevard marry
the marquess barnaby and produce heirs she wanted none of that but with no choice in the
matter she had resigned herself to her fate until hadyn the brooding hot ace of brevard starts
talking to her and trying to convince her that she is capable of much more can she escape the
clutches of the elite society or will her life be defined by how many heirs she can produce lynxed
crazy is something alyssa is used to but a magical realm with vampires centaurs and evil queens
is too much even for her escaping the orphanage alyssa thinks she s setting out for a new life a
strange thunderstorm transports her and dozens of others to another dimension and alyssa
must learn to survive in this new world after escaping from the evil queen who treats the
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humans as slaves vampires after her blood and witches out for her head she puts her trust in a
lynx the lynx seems as smart as a human and trustworthy but her options are limited in this
world of magic when the lynx gives itself up to the queen to save her alyssa is determined to
train and rescue him but complacency will get you killed here just like trusting the wrong people
can sybil deceived as princess of the fairies of the northern troupe sybil is expected to learn
about the various trades however none expected her to take such an interest in the warriors and
wish to wield a sword she never expected to catch the eye of the commander of the warriors the
most sought after male in the troupe her activities earn the dismayed looks of many but sybil isn
t one to turn her back on where her heart lies the disapproval she s earned proves to be deadly
and the person responsible is likely closer to her than she could have ever expected of sky and
sea after an intense fight leaves her wounded nami befriends a dragon a bond is forged one that
might brave the very fires of fate should the need arise yet their relationship is put to the test
when their respective leaders forbid contact between races can the link between mermaid and
dragon survive or will more than their friendship be at stake
Gods and Mortals: Nine Urban Fantasy & Paranormal Romance Novels Featuring Thor,
Loki, Greek Gods, Native American Spirits, Vampires, Werewolves, & More 2017-08-16
nine fantasy novels in one magical box set tag along with modern humans as they face off
against heroes norse and greek gods and monsters of old over one million words of divinely and
diabolically inspired fantasy adventure and romance join the freshest voices in paranormal
romance and urban fantasy new york times usa today and amazon bestselling authors on unique
journeys to heaven hell and worlds beyond get this heavenly fantasy box set before it s too late
about the books elsker by s t bende kristia tostenson just found out her new boyfriend is the
norse god of winter and an immortal assassin destined to die at ragnarok her orderly life just got
very messy wolves i bring the fire part i a loki series by c gockel when amy prays for help loki
the norse god of mischief and chaos isn t the savior she has in mind loki can t ignore amy s
summons but he can insist she help him outwit odin leader of the nine realms the start of a usa
today bestselling series chosen by christine pope when a fatal fever nearly wipes out the entire
world s population the survivors of what became known as the dying believe the worst is in the
past little do they know nolander by becca mills a young woman from small town wisconsin
discovers that monsters are real and that she might just be one herself twin souls by delsheree
gladden uriah and claire didn t believe in their tribal stories until claire s poisoned and those
myths spring to life to test their love and unravel destiny blood debt by nancy straight a
mythological romance camille is denied her father s identity until her mother s death she
discovers a family she never dreamed of and a world that should not exist the forgotten ones by
laura howard can the magical tuatha de danaan the forgotten people of ireland help allison
restore her mother s sanity relentless by karen lynch sara grey lives a double life until a fateful
encounter with a sadistic vampire and a fearless warrior exposes her powerful gifts and changes
the course of her life forever hidden blade by pippa dacosta the once revered ancient egyptian
gods aren t dead they re back and soul eater private investigator ace dante is in their way this
boxset of greek mythology norse myth and fairy tale inspired paranormal and urban fantasy isn
t as immortal as its characters download it before it is gone keywords free urban fantasy free
paranormal free norse myths free greek myths free mythology free vampires free fairy tales
djinn native american mythology egyptian mythology gods vampire irish mythology loki thor
urban fantasy paranormal norse myths greek myths mythology norse mythology greek
mythology romance fairy tale fairy tales faery tales vampire
Hunted (SciFi Paranormal Romance) 2017-08-16 when wyatt turns his back on the world
and her gillian knows he s hurting and needs time to recover from whatever wounds were
inflicted on his bear by the military he reluctantly accepts her help as they flee from a secret
group sent to eliminate the shifter soldiers involved in a black ops experiment though he s
determined to maintain an emotional distance from her but bears mate for life and his human
mate is just as stubborn as he is nothing could hurt her more than losing him and she s just the
one to help her wounded warrior move from the past and into the future if they have a future
search terms werebear fated mates assassination secret government projects super soldiers
paranormal military romance military romance romantic suspense paranormal romance bear
shifter
Justice (SciFi Paranormal Romance) 2018-03-26 clinging to the hope dr daphne wells can help
his teammate and former lover malcolm kidnaps the doctor and brings her to sanctuary once
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she realizes how the black ops group subverted her research she is eager to help reverse the
effects if she can while she studies the artificial intelligence systems malcolm and the rest of the
team set about systematically destroying all traces of project shift and project enhanced when
they learn of a group of private investors starting their own version of project enhanced they
have a new enemy to destroy it s definitely the wrong time to have his jaguar insist the scientist
is their mate he can t claim her while their lives are at risk but is life worth living without her this
is the fourth and final in the wounded warriors series while i made every effort to have it read as
a standalone i highly recommend you read all the books in order to enhance the overall story
arc search terms fated mates action adventure cartel secret government projects government
conspiracy suspense mystery science fiction romance paranormal romance shifter romance
jaguar shifter
Marked (SciFi Paranormal Romance) 2019-01-14 when lex is taken from her teammates she
expects to be eliminated or harvested for project enhanced instead lt col jasper caswell leader of
the black ops group pursuing them has marked her as his mate it s a fate worse than death and
she is desperate to escape the mysterious and handsome aidan who works in support services
seems like her best chance of doing so with his help she discovers what the group really wants
from the shifters who have eluded them she thinks she has also found her mate but caswell is
determined to claim her to have any kind of future together they ll have to find a way out of the
secret base and counter the mating bite on her neck that allows caswell to track her coyote
marked picks up just shortly after events in relentless tiger and it s highly recommended you
read that before reading this book i attempted to make this book function as a standalone but
reading all parts in order will enhance your reading enjoyment search terms coyote shifter
paranormal romance urban fantasy mystery romance fated mates government conspiracy black
ops conspiracy romantic suspense military romance romantic fantasy urban fantasy romance ÿ
MARCH IN ATLANTIS 2018-02-19 the continuing saga of the new york times bestselling series
welcome to atlantis and welcome to poseidon s warriors when poseidon s warrior jake finds the
woman of his dreams can he save her from becoming a shapeshifter when an enchanting
woman betrays poseidon s warrior lucas to save her child will he help her or seek revenge in the
exciting sequel and cliffhanger resolution to february in atlantis not one but two love stories
unfold with alyssa day s characteristic fast paced action humor and unforgettable romance
warning this book contains magic atlantis poseidon warriors shapeshifters a child in peril a king
and queen an evil almost mother in law bad boys paranormal romance fantasy matchmaking
laughter kisses and a happily ever after read at your own risk
Gender Warriors 2014-10-07 gender warriors reading contemporary urban fantasy offers
classroom ready original essays demonstrating how representations of gender and the kick ass
female urban fantasy warrior have unraveled and reinforced gender and genre expectations and
tropes making it a valuable text for any course
Paranormal Encounters on Britain's Roads 2013 in this detailed book dr peter mccue reflects on
the enormous range of paranormal phenomena to have been reported along britain s roads and
examines the theory that certain areas seem to be hotspots for such occurrences such as the
a75 and b721 roads in southern scotland and the blue bell hill area in kent he delves into the
sightings of apparitional vehicles encounters with colliding apparitions phantom hitch hikers out
of place big cats phantom black dogs ufos missing time strange memory gaps vehicle
interferences such as mysterious breakdowns and incidents in which drivers and passengers
seem to have been translocated in space or time this thorough book debates the evidence and
theories in a critical but open minded way and is a welcome addition to the genre
The Paranormal 13 (13 free books featuring witches, vampires, werewolves, mermaids, psychics,
Loki, time travel and more!) (+1 Bonus!) 2013 the paranormal thirteen 14 full length paranormal
and urban fantasy novels featuring witches vampires werewolves mermaids psychics loki time
travel and more darkangel by christine pope twin souls by k a poe the girl by lola st vil rest for
the wicked by cate dean drowning mermaids by nadia scrieva i bring the fire by c gockel the
witch hunter by nicole r taylor beyond the fortuneteller s tent by kristy tate nolander by becca
mills the medium by c j archer dream student by j j dibendetto deception by stacy claflin the
black parade by kyoko m the thought readers by dima zales download your free limited time
release now free boxed set vampires mermaids psychics gods werewolves paranormal romance
urban fantasy teen collection anthology
Invaders (science fiction paranormal superhero mashup series book 4) 2013-02-14 marines and
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special forces are defeated then werewolves and vampires are killed as well an army of robots
easily dispatched finally the superhero unit of accel bolt psy flame and amazon are defeated and
they trudge back through the hot desert skirting past bodies of the other fallen attackers and
back to the army base alien invaders jeer them home and shout victoriously believing the earth
will soon be theirs earth has one last hope a man called subject zero else the earth will be
defeated and the alien invasion will begin the problem is how do you convince subject zero to
fight time and place for everything he would say this isn t his concern others in the series hero s
break 1 halloween party 2 wedding anniversary 3 fourth book in the time travelling superhero
action adventure cutting across the realms of science fiction and supernatural fantasy keywords
time travel robots superhero cowboys mashup science fiction fantasy action adventure
The Chronicles of Subject Zero (Science fiction paranormal mashup series books #1-4)
2016-01-04 the complete collection of short stories about subject zero who and what is he from
his mysterious introduction in hero s break to the final startling revelations in invaders revealing
his true identity and mission 1 hero s break 2 halloween party 3 wedding anniversary 4 invaders
at the height of happy christmas shopping in the downtown plaza two superheroes unleash their
powers to destroy each other bolt and accel smash cars shops and restaurants to rubble in their
desire to win the heart of psy a female superhero ultra violence chaos and fear wipe out the
happy christmas spirit the general helicopters in to stop them with the rest of the superhero unit
of flame amazon and psy but they are too late bolt s and accel s actions have unleashed an
unstoppable terrifying power subject zero but how can they set aside their differences and fight
together first in the superhero series of books featuring the mysterious subject zero other stories
in the wrong place wrong time science fiction series 2 halloween party sarah hargreaves is
walking through the emerging dawn streets after another night s work when she is bundled into
the back of a van by six figures dressed in black she is taken to an underground location where
she is interviewed by a smartly dressed woman and a man from a secret organisation they have
one question what really happened at the halloween party three weeks ago sarah is forced to
retell the terrifying truth she is an experienced member of dark watch an organisation set up to
eliminate the threat from the creatures of the night on the hunt for a vampire cell she and her
new boyfriend get an invitation to a halloween party the vampire special she suspects that
humans will be lulled to their deaths what happens at the party surprises even her 3 wedding
anniversary hiding in time a superhero subject zero enjoys the delights of the wild west the
women the drink and the fighting after another night of fun zero is alerted to the presence of
another time traveller who has sought him out across time and space the traveller is his wife he
hasn t seen for fifty years she has come to remind him it s their wedding anniversary they
discuss old times together and make plans for a reconciliation in the future zero is happy until a
massive time disturbance breaks the peace and zero and his wife are forced to reveal their true
powers to the inhabitants of the wild west town 4 invaders marines and special forces are
defeated then werewolves and vampires are killed as well an army of robots easily dispatched
finally the superhero unit of accel bolt psy flame and amazon are defeated and they trudge back
through the hot desert skirting past bodies of the other fallen attackers and back to the army
base alien invaders jeer them home and shout victoriously believing the earth will soon be theirs
earth has one last hope a man called subject zero else the earth will be defeated and the alien
invasion will begin the problem is how do you convince subject zero to fight time and place for
everything he would say this isn t his concern keywords sci fi science fiction superhero vampires
time travel
When Temptation Burns: A Rouge Paranormal Romance 2009-07-15 half human half
daemon ryan doyle is a driving force for justice he is a master of self control keeping his deepest
hungers hidden beneath a veneer of cool professionalism until he crosses paths with the sinfully
sweet andy tarrent a gutsy reporter who makes him crave all the pleasures he s denied himself
for centuries tracking a band of conspiracy theorists eager to spill blood andy has uncovered the
story that could make her career the brooding mysterious ryan is an enigma but getting close to
him means opening the door to a world that will challenge her deepest beliefs including what it
means to truly surrender to love rouge romance the best paranormal romance novels perfect for
fans of stephanie meyer s twilight and the vampire diaries books
Paranormal Chaos 2019-06-03 whoever said violence is a last resort never had a minotaur for a
best friend warlock marcus shifter has been sent on the most dangerous mission of his career
travel to the remote minotaur nation and convince them not to abandon the tenuous peace
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agreement between the humans and the paranormals but securing that peace requires his best
friend steve the minotaur to help him find a way in to the isolated homeland a homeland steve
left behind long ago intending to bury his complicated past secrets and intrigue aren t the only
trouble marcus uncovers with the notoriously blunt minotaurs between political upheaval and
their own civil unrest rebellion is brewing a minotaur revolt wouldn t just mean the end of the
reformation treaty but a shattering of the peace it represents cut off from allies and low on
ammunition marcus must find a way to prevent the coming storm before the human and
paranormal worlds are plunged into a horrific bloody war book three of the shifter chronicles
Paranormal Executioners 2011-09-26 enjoy this urban fantasy series by usa today bestselling
author nicole zoltack where an orphan learns she is a witch when she s recruited to a magical
academy as mirella enters her last year at magical hunters academy she has no idea that the
trouble lying in wait might also make it the last year of her life everything finally seems to be
going mirella s way her classes are amazing she s finally found her spot in the magical world
and she might finally be willing to say three little words to her boyfriend there s just one massive
unknown who or what murdered her parents is the entity alive and if so will it realize that
eliminating the sharpe bloodline requires killing again will mirella survive her toughest test yet
or will the executioner in training be the one executed keywords mayhem of magic witches
urban fantasy supernatural suspense fairytale fantasy fantasy romance romantic fantasy slow
burn romance supernatural powers magic come into powers dark fantasy romance clean fantasy
vampire werewolf academy young adult paranormal romance young adult academy paranormal
romance dark paranormal romance war free royal raven kennedy kelly st clare caroline peckham
susanne valenti c n crawford elise kova robin d mahle elle madison d k holmberg cordelia castel
kay l moody alisha klaphe
Paranormal Suffolk 2015-05-17 a fabulous collection of ghost hauntings in suffolk from the
infamous black dog of bungay to the headless anne boleyn stalking visitors at blickling hall
How To Be A Paranormal Detective 2022-08-30 enter the exciting world of paranormal
investigation where history folklore and the supernatural converge learn how to be a super
sleuth from greg lawson a longtime paranormal investigator and law enforcement officer who
shows you how to apply crime investigation and detection techniques to the paranormal raise
your skills and get more out of every investigation i love greg lawson s unique perspective as a
law enforcement veteran greg brings the techniques of criminal detectives into paranormal
investigation his perspective is one that is much needed and long overdue if you are seriously
interested in the supernatural you need to get your copy of how to be a paranormal detective
today jim harold host of the paranormal podcast and jim harold s campfire greg lawson brings
much needed insights to the field of paranormal investigating with a book that finally covers the
most fascinating aspects of the investigation how to be a paranormal detective is a fantastic
read dave schrader host of midnight in the desert
Alien ET UFO Social Paranormal Community Guide 2010-12-01 pseudoscience and
extraordinary claims of the paranormal a critical thinker s toolkit provides readers with a variety
of reality checking tools to analyze extraordinary claims and to determine their validity
integrates simple yet powerful evaluative tools used by both paranormal believers and skeptics
alike introduces innovations such as a continuum for ranking paranormal claims and evaluating
their implications includes an innovative critical thinker s toolkit a systematic approach for
performing reality checks on paranormal claims related to astrology psychics spiritualism
parapsychology dream telepathy mind over matter prayer life after death creationism and more
explores the five alternative hypotheses to consider when confronting a paranormal claim li
reality check boxes integrated into the text invite students to engage in further discussion and
examination of claims written in a lively engaging style for students and general readers alike
ancillaries testbank and powerpoint slides available at wiley com go pseudoscience
Pseudoscience and Extraordinary Claims of the Paranormal 2023-04-18 the acclaimed
author of the occult presents a groundbreaking theory of unexplained phenomena from ghosts
and magic to the power of the unconscious a renowned expert on the subject of occultism colin
wilson s sequel to his masterwork the occult is a major work in its own right in the mysteries
wilson continues his the investigation into magic the paranormal and the supernatural through
extensive research as well as his own extraordinary first hand experiences the result is an
extraordinary tour de force of scholarship new science through a personal mystical experience
wilson discovered that human beings consist of a ladder or hierarchy of selves whose upper
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members may be called upon at will for personal transformation and deep knowledge this
experience inspired him to apply this insight to all paranormal phenomena from precognition to
uri geller s spoon bending wilson presents detailed studies of hauntings possession and demonic
hypnosis as well as magic the kabbalah and astrology at the heart of his work is a fascinating
discussion of the great secret of the alchemists which he sees as the key to the mystery of the
ladder of selves
Mysteries 2023-05-16 a sexy wolf shifter romance like you ve never seen before perfect for fans
of supernatural hunters of the paranormal the rogue brotherhood are an elite group tasked with
protecting humanity but what happens when danger collides with desire jace mccannon has one
loyalty the rogue brotherhood despite his mixed blood his hatred for the werewolves he hunts is
legendary but in his search for a sadistic killer jace finds himself face to face with a stunningly
seductive packmaster and longing for a night with his mortal enemy nothing can stop frankie
amato from defending her kind or from catching the rogue responsible for killing women in her
territory for that this alpha female needs jace s skills more than she wants to admit but as their
investigation exposes evil truths need burns into a passion that dare not be fulfilled for to do so
will have deadly consequences for them both rogue wolf hunter is the first in a sexy paranormal
romance series by kait ballenger filled with powerful alpha males and the sexy independent
women who bring them to their knees
Rogue Wolf Hunter: A Sexy Paranormal Wolf Shifter Romance 2023-04-18 four bestselling
authors invite readers to spend christmas night with these novellas spiced with sexy romance
and paranormal passion from a shape shifting leopardess who wants a pack mate to be her
soulmate to a surprise snowstorm that brings a surprise gift these all new tales by maggie
shayne erin mccarthy nalini singh and jean johnson will stir your spirit in all the right places
Paranormal Holiday Anthology Trio 2013-05-07 the world needs saving and my magic can
help too bad i have no memory of this power i have everything i could want a loving father my
just best friend diego and our family mountain retreat where lost souls come to find themselves
and yet i find myself feeling like there s something missing when a scarred weary warrior with a
missing hand looks that could kill and melt my insides and an air of familiarity rolls up i begin to
wonder if it s not him who is lost but me fighting the way diego s smiles sends my heart
skittering and ignoring tyr s crazy talk of gods and a past history with him thousands of years
ago becomes the least problematic parts of my life when nightmares of menacing black wolves
return to haunt my dreams and magic begins to fly from my fingertips when the truth becomes
too much for me to ignore am i up to the task of healing a broken world or will the wolves again
go for the throat valkyrie renewed is book 2 of astrid s slow build whychoose story within the
valkyries rising series consisting of valkyrie lost valkyrie renewed and valkyrie freed valkyries
rising is a whychoose series where the heroine doesn t have to pick just one mate in these
pages you ll find strong heroines who don t back down and the shifters gods dragons and other
immortals who love them and fight by their sides valkyries rising valkyrie destined 1 valkyrie lost
2 valkyrie renewed 3 valkyrie restored 4 valkyrie confused 5 valkyrie condemned 6 valkyrie
unchained 7 valkyrie freed 8 valkyrie shattered 9
Valkyrie Renewed 2022-09-29 persephone s zest for life and love of bad jokes were quelled by
parents who made her feel worthless so she proved them right and became the angelic version
of a rich mean girl until she trusted the wrong person and suffered wounds that ll scar her for
the rest of her eternal life urban used to be an angelic warrior who was equal parts work and
play one day he d had enough of a certain spoiled angel and said something he couldn t take
back and then he found himself standing over the beautiful female who had injuries no immortal
should suffer during recovery the warrior who d verbally gutted persephone stayed by her
bedside he even coaxed her to tell jokes again he built her up instead of tearing her down he
helped her wonder what if what if her parents and the rest of the realm were wrong what if a
privileged angel with no talent could make something of herself what if she deserved love urban
s with her the whole way until danger threatens the realm and he s the one blocking her path
Eternal Fire 2011 enjoy this fast paced steamy witchy series by paranormal romance author kj
warawa magic destroyed her family but embracing it is the only way they can be together until
meredith williams was brutally attacked and almost kidnapped she had no idea that magic
existed or that she was born with it but when her family friend and secret crush fbi agent jack
knight rescues her she learns that her mother bound her powers for her own safety jack knows it
s time to come clean about his role as a special agent in the undercover magic task force he s
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protected meredith from afar since tragedy struck her family twenty years earlier loving her but
never being able to reveal his true feelings now meredith must accept who she is because if she
doesn t the spellbinding will sentence her mother to death yet accepting her magic when it s
caused so much heartbreak and lies isn t just difficult for meredith it s almost impossible but the
evil that shattered their pasts is back and seeking revenge and this time unless meredith can
embrace her magic it could spell destruction for all of them the in magic series is best read in
order although each book features a different couple and has its own happily ever after
Lost In Magic 2011-01-24 new york times bestselling author of the warriors of poseidon series
alyssa day returns with a thrilling new series of paranormal romance and a heated battle
between good and evil fought to the death on the streets of new york bordertown private
investigator luke oliver s beat is the dimensional fold in manhattan between the human and
supernatural realms but now a secret from his past the league of the black swan has surfaced
because luke isn t any ordinary p i he s the dark wizard of bordertown and he never backs down
from a fight but this time the fight threatens his life and his heart rio jones the only woman he
loved needs his help against a deadly menace luke pushed her away once before so she d never
fall prey to the curse that threatens to destroy him he swore he d never let her go again luke
and rio with the help of the newly reformed league must keep evil forces from taking over
bordertown all the while battling a passion on the razor s edge between danger and desire and
going to take everything they have just to stay alive
The Cursed 2012-12-04 he s not looking for a mate dragon lord storm is under an ultimatum
find a bride or lose his inheritance but he is no man to be pushed around when a matchmaker
instructs him where to look for his mate he s determined to refuse unfortunately some orders
must be followed especially when they come from the king and when he sets eyes on river a
human woman from a diplomatic delegation he s determined to make her his own it s a simple
enough plan until an attack puts river storm and two diplomatic delegations in danger with only
river to rely on storm will find exactly what his mate is made of but can he convince his strong
and feisty human to rely on him and accept him as her mate
Storm 2011-06-07 mathews uses a limited definition of paranormal and examines works set for
the most part in a relatively realistic modern world inhabited by both humans and paranormal
beings
Fang-tastic Fiction 2021-09-10 the first hit is free and then there s no turning back ten tales of
horror and suspense from bestselling author scott nicholson a boy learns the true and terrible
price of love a man learns that fast cars and fast women don t mix even when they re dead an
artist has an unhealthy obsession with his latest masterpiece collected from the pages of
cemetery dance northern horror book of all flesh and other publications includes the exclusive
afterword one sick puppy and bonus contributions from british horror and dark fantasy legend
tim lebbon and prominent australian horror writer shane jiraiya cummings contents timing
chains of the heart in the family fallow work in progress sung li the devil s doormen skin the
hounds of love bonus tales by overseas horror legends tim lebbon and shane jiraiya cummings
keywords suspense stories google play book mystery stories horror short stories stephen king
psychological horror thriller action dark fiction anthology horror story collection bentley little
Gateway Drug 2022-02-08 as a war wages between the immortals of atlantis and those of the
vampire realm a poseidon warrior fights to save his world and the woman he loves and no risk is
too great the desires of a high priest alaric poseidon s high priest has made a vow to quinn the
woman he loves and the leader of the resistance to save her friend jack before his last bit of
humanity has been drained should alaric succeed there s one intimate danger he may lose
quinn to the love of the man whose life he saved but damn atlantis to the nine hells he s willing
to put quinn s wishes first regardless of the consequences the warning of a threat reborn the
final jewel of poseidon s trident has turned up in the hands of mysterious ptolemy reborn who
claims to be descended from atlantean royalty he s about to reveal to the world that atlantis is
real positioning himself as king but this magical terrorist is bent on chaos the only warrior who
can stop him is following his own path driven by the even more powerful force of love atlantean
powers over the sea could prove just as cataclysmic for quinn s love alaric might drown the
entire world
Heart of Atlantis 2014-05-15 the most unexpected of all allies to poseidon s warriors has proven
to be the fiercest daniel a vampire and night guild mage but even the strongest alliance can be
destroyed when a vampire s oath crosses paths with a maiden s quest and an eleven thousand
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year old desire is reborn
Vampire in Atlantis 1991 he s supposed to be a prince not a prisoner things are as bad as they
can get for ranger when he s thrown in a cell and told he s about to be sold for a profit but his
captors don t know he s a dragon and he s ready to rain fire on them all in payback until he
meets sidney she s stronger than she looks when sidney discovers ranger on the ship it throws
her world into upheaval she s no slaver she ll do what it takes to free him even if it means
crossing her captain and crew when ranger turns the tables on her she s almost too angry to be
attracted to him almost freeing ranger has repercussions and soon it s not just sidney that s in
danger but everyone she loves as well she ll need to trust the dragon prince if she s going to
save them all but how can she do that without losing her heart
Ranger 2020-09-29 prince crux is in a bind when the dragon king commands crux find a mate
his days of carefree bachelorhood are over one trip to a psychic matchmaker and he s on the
path to his destiny but it all comes screeching to a halt when he meets a human woman who
lights his inner fire and makes him yearn she s got a pair of roller skates and an attitude
courtney is supposed to be putting the shambles of her life back together getting abducted by
aliens isn t part of the plan neither is getting rescued by a scorchingly hot dragon that makes
her think of an impossible future but they have no chance together if they can t first escape a
planet full of monsters intent on their destruction fated mates fierce women and dragon princes
are ready to find their mates in the new dragon brides series from kate rudolph
Crux three dragon princes have no time to find mates but fate has other ideas when the dragon
king commands crux find a mate his days of carefree bachelorhood are over one trip to a
psychic matchmaker and he s on the path to his destiny but it all comes screeching to a halt
when he meets a human woman who lights his inner fire and makes him yearn when sidney
discovers ranger imprisoned on her ship it throws her world into upheaval she s no slaver she ll
do what it takes to free him even if it means crossing her captain and crew when ranger turns
the tables on her she s almost too angry to be attracted to him prince saber regrets agreeing to
an arranged marriage the moment he says yes his bride is a dull aristocratic lady who he ll be
bound to for the rest of his life no fated mate no adventure no love so when he s given an off
planet mission he accepts it in a heartbeat he never expects lady mirage to board his vessel or
to steal his heart fated mates fierce women and dragon princes are ready to find their mates in
the dragon brides series from kate rudolph
Dragon Brides Volume One this book explores the history of the paranormal romance genre
from its origins in the revisionist horror fiction of the 1970s via its emergence as a minor sub
genre of romantic fiction in the early 1990s to its contemporary expansion in recent years into
an often controversial genre of mainstream fiction tracing the genre from its roots in older
gothic fiction written by and for women it explores the interconnected histories of gothic and
romantic fiction from ann radcliffe and jane austen in the eighteenth century to buffy twilight
true blood and the vampire diaries in the present day in doing so it investigates the extent to
which the post twilight paranormal romance really does represent a break from older traditions
of gothic fiction and just what it is about the genre that has made it so extraordinarily divisive
captivating millions of readers whilst simultaneously infuriating and repelling so many others
The Twilight of the Gothic? painstakingly researched reviewed by top experts in the field this
practical and fascinating reference is an invaluable resource for anyone seeking a deeper
understanding of the mystery of alternative realities with more than 500 cross referenced
entries this book is the most substantial and comprehensive encyclopedia of its kind in more
than twenty five years back cover
Encyclopedia of Mystical & Paranormal Experience she has new powers but is she strong
enough to control them when old enemies arise twin kids are being abducted across the country
with one left behind drugged and positioned like a corpse while the other vanishes faster than a
lightning strike no sound no trace no clue forensic artist molly nyland is determined to find the
kidnappers and the lost kids and while she s come to terms with her bizarre ability to detect
when someone holds back the whole truth she does not have time to master new powers that
may burn her alive to complicate matters more her sexy detective boyfriend still struggles with
ptsd while cultivating his own strange new abilities then because child abductors unpredictable
supernatural talents and ptsd aren t enough molly and her boyfriend must join with molly s ex in
order to solve the case of the missing kids the increased strain threatens to break their
relationship and that s before old foes resurface to hunt molly again the only way for her to find
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the missing children and combat the enemy is by jumping straight into the rising storm des and
molly are back in another sizzling and thrilling adventure in this best selling series grab your
copy today
Flash of Fate
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